Blockchain-based Virtual Number (Telecommunication) platform REMIX app to reach tens of millions of consumers & retailers.

REMIX token is an BEP 20 based token created in Binance Smart Chain aiming to create bridge between blockchain and telecommunication technology to focus on the fast-growing lucrative market.

London, March 1st 2021 – REMIX.CAPITAL a new venture kickstarted REMIX token which fuels the entire REMIX network. Remix Token (RMX) is a utility-based cryptocurrency designed to be the gas and fuel of the REMIX Network platform. It has today released a white paper outlining further details of its token structure and confirming that it has planned to release its full functionality app on Q4 of 2022.

A number of intended partnerships are set to be announced in the coming days, which will see the platform preinstalled on millions of smartphones.

Access to Airdrop for BNB holders

If you hold BNB with exchange, Airdrop will be credited directly to the supported Exchanges. But If you’re a Wallet user, you are also able to claim Airdrop tokens through Metmask, Trust Wallet or Binance Smart Chain Wallet. Users holding BNB in their accounts on the snapshot date (Yet to be announced) on Q2, 2021 will be automatically qualified to participate in the airdrop. There is no minimum balance required.

The amount of REMIX tokens you’ll receive depends on how much BNB you have in your account at the snapshot time stated above. We have derived following equation to distribute RMX proportionately.

**RMX Airdrop = 50% supply of REMIX/Circulating supply of BNB**

For example, if you hold 1BNB, you will receive approximately 0.0599 RMX of airdropped REMIX tokens to your Wallet that were holding BNB at the snapshot time.

With the REMIX token, customers will be able to purchase subscriptions and services available on REMIX network. RMX tokens are then used in-app to purchase virtual numbers, calling minutes and other subscriptions. Not only does this token quicken the transaction, and reduce the price of content, it also
opens in app purchases to customers without access to traditional methods of payment.

REMIX is powered by Binance Smart Chain. It’s optimized for ultra-fast trading. Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is best described as a blockchain that runs in parallel to the Binance Chain. Unlike Binance Chain, BSC boasts smart contract functionality and compatibility with Ethereum Virtual Machine – EVM. It since became a leading smart contract deployment hub globally.

The token-based REMIX app platform will give access to tens of millions of virtual numbers for businesses and app consumers who do not want to disclose their private phone number or want a second number for business or any other purpose.

In contrast, RMX token payments will be made directly to the developer, and can then be exchanged for a BNB or FIAT currency (USD, EUR, GBP etc) at any time.

**TOKENOMICS**

**Token Distribution**

The REMIX platform will be available to consumers and developers on Q4 of 2022.

**About REMIX app**

REMIX Network is a Platform, based on blockchain technology, which is set to transform the telecommunication industry around the world.